A closed subalgebra si of Va is called a Douglas algebra in case sí is an algebra generated by Z/00 and a set of inverses of inner functions. It is shown that if the Douglas algebra ^contains properly //°° + C, then there is another Douglas algebra si' such that H^ + C^s/'^s/.
Let Hm be the algebra of bounded functions analytic in the unit disk D. The notation Lx will denote the algebra of bounded Lebesgue measurable functions on the unit circle. The space of continuous functions on the unit circle will be denoted by C. This note is concerned with closed subalgebras si of L00 that contain ZY°°. The maximal ideal space of the algebra s/ will be denoted by M^.
A closed subalgebra si of Lx is called a Douglas algebra in case si is the algebra Hx [£] generated by zY°° and a set 2 of inverses of inner functions. In the special case where £ contains the inverse of a single inner function q> the notation Hx [<p] is used for the Douglas algebra 7T° [E] . Douglas [2] has conjectured that every closed algebra si satisfying ZY°°<= si<=-Va is a Douglas algebra. A recent discussion of this problem is contained in Sarason [5] .
Douglas has also asked whether every subalgebra si of L°° satisfying H^ + C^si contains properly a subalgebra si' satisfying H^ + C^si'. We give an affirmative answer to this question when si is a Douglas algebra.
Our main result is:
be a Douglas algebra which properly contains H^ + C. There exists another Douglas algebra si' such that Hoe + C$si'5si.
The above theorem makes it obvious that Douglas's second question is weaker than the first. 2. In this section we will briefly discuss algebras generated by //°° and a function fB where fis in //°° and B is an infinite Blaschke product. A major obstacle to studying these algebras is a lack of working knowledge of whether the function/£ belongs to Hx+ C (Sarason in [6, Theorem 2] has given necessary and sufficient conditions for fB to be in H^ + C in terms of the compression of the operator of multiplication by f onto the star invariant H2QBH2). We will consider a fairly obvious case.
Let {ak}k=1 be the zeros of B and assume lim sup\ f(ak)\ ¿¿0. The function fB is not in H^ + C. To see this, observe that if \f(akJ\^ô>0 on the infinite subsequence {akJ™=x of the zeros of B, then for every y in the closure of {akJ%=1 in M^ we have \f(y)\^0>0. IffB is in Hx + C, then fB=g+p where g is in //°° and p is in C. Since |£| = 1, then f=Bg+Bp. Added in proof. A recent result of Sarason can be used to show that any algebra properly containing Hx + C contains an algebra generated by Hx and the inverse of an infinite Blaschke product. This result, along with the results in this paper, implies an affirmative answer to Douglas' second question.
